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Bake yourself a sweet bite of Italy, every day!

Giuseppe's Easy Bakes is all about accessible, achievable bakes,
and Italian flavors. Most of the recipes take no more than 20
minutes to prepare, and are ideal for both the novice baker and
seasoned cooks looking for some Italian inspiration.

With Giuseppe's foolproof instructions and classic flavors, these
glorious Italian goodies are the perfect way to conjure up a
kitchen treat!

Born and bred in Italy, Giuseppe Dell'Anno moved to the UK
with the plan to stay only for six months. Twenty years, one
PhD, one happy marriage, three UK-born sons, and one Great
British Baking Show triumph later, Giuseppe has officially
crowned himself a “Britalian”. Following the global success of the
Great British Baking Show, Giuseppe quit his engineering job and
focused his efforts entirely on his ambition to share his family's
cooking knowledge far and wide.

Giuseppe was the winner of 2021's Great British
Baking Show and has a devoted following of over 250k
fans on Instagram
This new book presents new bite-sized cakes and
biscuits with short preparation and cooking times
Fail-safe, foolproof, easy recipes for everyday baking

Giuseppe's Easy Bakes 
Cakes and Bakes for Everyday Italian
Treats 
Giuseppe Dell'Anno
October 2023 | Hardcover | CKB004000
$32.50 | 9781787139855
176 Pages | 7½ x 9¾ in
Full-color Photography

Giuseppe's Italian Bakes
9781787139282
$29.99 | Hardcover

View on Edelweiss

https://www.edelweiss.plus/#sku=1787139859


Bake yourself a sweet bite of Italy, every day!

Giuseppe's Easy Bakes is all about accessible, achievable bakes,
and Italian flavors. Most of the recipes take no more than 20
minutes to prepare, and are ideal for both the novice baker and
seasoned cooks looking for some Italian inspiration.

With Giuseppe's foolproof instructions and classic flavors, these
glorious Italian goodies are the perfect way to conjure up a
kitchen treat!

Born and bred in Italy, Giuseppe Dell'Anno moved to the UK
with the plan to stay only for six months. Twenty years, one
PhD, one happy marriage, three UK-born sons, and one Great
British Baking Show triumph later, Giuseppe has officially
crowned himself a “Britalian”. Following the global success of the
Great British Baking Show, Giuseppe quit his engineering job and
focused his efforts entirely on his ambition to share his family's
cooking knowledge far and wide.

Giuseppe was the winner of 2021's Great British
Baking Show and has a devoted following of over 250k
fans on Instagram
This new book presents new bite-sized cakes and
biscuits with short preparation and cooking times
Fail-safe, foolproof, easy recipes for everyday baking

Giuseppe's Easy Bakes 
Cakes and Bakes for Everyday Italian
Treats 
Giuseppe Dell'Anno
October 2023 | Hardcover | CKB004000
$32.50 | 9781787139855
176 Pages | 7½ x 9¾ in
Full-color Photography
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$29.99 | Hardcover
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Simply Scandinavian is a beautifully inspiring collection of
easy and delicious recipes.

In a nod to the Scandinavian way of eating, the book offers over
80 unpretentious and straightforward dishes with a focus on
ease of cooking and seasonality. By showing just how achievable
it is to get amazing flavors out of a handful of good ingredients,
Trine creates solutions for easy breakfasts, mid-week meals,
and simple but impressive ways to entertain family and friends.

This is an uncomplicated and greener way to cook and eat, from
an expert in Scandinavian cookery.

A chef and food writer, Trine Hahnemann has written several
cookbooks, including Scandinavian Baking, Scandinavian Comfort
Food, Copenhagen Food (winner of the Guild of Food Writers
award for International or Regional Cookbook), and most
recently Scandinavian Green.

Reduce time spent in the kitchen, cut down on meat,
shop sustainably, eat seasonally, and be kinder to the
planet and your plate
An ideal companion cookbook for those who wants
inspiring yet achievable mid-week meals

Simply Scandinavian
Cook and Eat the Easy Way, with Delicious
Scandi Recipes
Trine Hahnemann
June 2023 | Hardcover | CKB074000
$37.50 | 9781787139015
240 Pages | 6¾ x 9¾ in
Full-color Photography

Scandinavian Baking
9781849493796
$37.50 | Hardcover

View on Edelweiss

https://www.edelweiss.plus/#sku=1787139018


Simply Scandinavian is a beautifully inspiring collection of
easy and delicious recipes.

In a nod to the Scandinavian way of eating, the book offers over
80 unpretentious and straightforward dishes with a focus on
ease of cooking and seasonality. By showing just how achievable
it is to get amazing flavors out of a handful of good ingredients,
Trine creates solutions for easy breakfasts, mid-week meals,
and simple but impressive ways to entertain family and friends.

This is an uncomplicated and greener way to cook and eat, from
an expert in Scandinavian cookery.

A chef and food writer, Trine Hahnemann has written several
cookbooks, including Scandinavian Baking, Scandinavian Comfort
Food, Copenhagen Food (winner of the Guild of Food Writers
award for International or Regional Cookbook), and most
recently Scandinavian Green.

Reduce time spent in the kitchen, cut down on meat,
shop sustainably, eat seasonally, and be kinder to the
planet and your plate
An ideal companion cookbook for those who wants
inspiring yet achievable mid-week meals

Simply Scandinavian
Cook and Eat the Easy Way, with Delicious
Scandi Recipes
Trine Hahnemann
June 2023 | Hardcover | CKB074000
$37.50 | 9781787139015
240 Pages | 6¾ x 9¾ in
Full-color Photography

Scandinavian Baking
9781849493796
$37.50 | Hardcover

View on Edelweiss
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Fuss-free, simple and delicious recipes to see you through
the festive season, that all of the family will love!

Gluten Free Christmas will show you just how simple it is to
recreate all your festive favorites, from Christmas Eve nibbles
and the main event, to sweet treats, edible gifts, and a Boxing
Day feast.

Best-selling author Becky Excell has spent years developing
delicious dishes and sharing them with her followers on
Instagram. She is here to show you that a gluten-free Christmas
can be enjoyable and easy, without having to miss out on
anything. An essential book when it comes to gluten-free home
cooking, Gluten Free Christmas will ensure that you have the best
Christmas ever.

Becky Excell is a best-selling author and full-time gluten-free
food writer with a following of over 500,000 on her social media
channels, and over 1 million monthly views on her award-
winning blog. She won Observer Food Monthly Food Personality
of the Year 2022.

Over 80 simple recipes for festive meals
Becky’s first four books were instant bestsellers,
attracting the attention of Nigella Lawson. The first
book has over 5k 5-star reviews on Amazon!

Gluten Free Christmas
80 Easy Gluten-Free Recipes for a Stress-
Free Festive Season
Becky Excell
September 2023 | Hardcover | CKB111000
$32.50 | 9781787138278
224 Pages | 7½ x 9¾ in
Full-color Photography

Quick and Easy Gluten Free
9781787138254
$29.99 | Hardcover

How to Make Anything Gluten
Free (The Sunday Times
Bestseller)
9781787136618

View on Edelweiss

https://www.edelweiss.plus/#sku=1787138275


Fuss-free, simple and delicious recipes to see you through
the festive season, that all of the family will love!

Gluten Free Christmas will show you just how simple it is to
recreate all your festive favorites, from Christmas Eve nibbles
and the main event, to sweet treats, edible gifts, and a Boxing
Day feast.

Best-selling author Becky Excell has spent years developing
delicious dishes and sharing them with her followers on
Instagram. She is here to show you that a gluten-free Christmas
can be enjoyable and easy, without having to miss out on
anything. An essential book when it comes to gluten-free home
cooking, Gluten Free Christmas will ensure that you have the best
Christmas ever.

Becky Excell is a best-selling author and full-time gluten-free
food writer with a following of over 500,000 on her social media
channels, and over 1 million monthly views on her award-
winning blog. She won Observer Food Monthly Food Personality
of the Year 2022.

Over 80 simple recipes for festive meals
Becky’s first four books were instant bestsellers,
attracting the attention of Nigella Lawson. The first
book has over 5k 5-star reviews on Amazon!

Gluten Free Christmas
80 Easy Gluten-Free Recipes for a Stress-
Free Festive Season
Becky Excell
August 2023 | Hardcover | CKB111000
$32.50 | 9781787138278
224 Pages | 7½ x 9¾ in
Full-color Photography

Quick and Easy Gluten Free
9781787138254
$29.99 | Hardcover

How to Make Anything Gluten
Free (The Sunday Times
Bestseller)
9781787136618
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Easy Vegan Christmas is a 80-recipe cookbook showcasing
simple vegan recipes, for a fuss-free festive season.

Whether you’re cooking for your vegan family, looking for
inspiration for your first vegan guest, or simply want to add new
flavors and dishes to your Christmas dinner table, you’ll find
stress-free, plant-based recipes to get you through the happy
holidays. With an easy tip for each recipe, plus advice on
whether the recipe is suitable for freezing, this book is perfect
for getting ahead! You’ll also find a handy menu planner to take
the stress out of deciding what to cook. All of the ingredients are
available in supermarkets, with a focus on seasonal winter
produce.

The magic of Christmas is in togetherness and giving, and
there’s nothing that shows this more than a special, hearty
meal, prepared with love.

Katy Beskow is an award-winning cook, writer and cookery
tutor with a passion for seasonal ingredients, vibrant food and
fuss-free home cooking. Once inspired by a bustling and colorful
fruit market in South London, Katy now lives in rural Yorkshire
and cooks from a small (yet perfectly functioning) kitchen. She
blogs at www.katybeskow.com.

80 versatile recipes for quick and easy, vegan
Christmas cooking
Tenth book from the bestselling author of 15 Minute
Vegan (over 12k copies sold in North America)
The number of people choosing a vegan lifestyle has
risen by 350% in the last decade

Easy Vegan Christmas
80 Plant-Based Recipes for the Festive
Season
Katy Beskow
September 2023 | Hardcover | CKB125000
$29.99 | 9781787139459
192 Pages | 6¾ x 8¾ in
Full-color Photography

Easy Speedy Vegan
9781787137875
$32.50 | Hardcover

Five Ingredient Vegan
9781787135284
$29.99 | Hardcover

View on Edelweiss

https://www.edelweiss.plus/#sku=178713945X


Easy Vegan Christmas is a 80-recipe cookbook showcasing
simple vegan recipes, for a fuss-free festive season.

Whether you’re cooking for your vegan family, looking for
inspiration for your first vegan guest, or simply want to add new
flavors and dishes to your Christmas dinner table, you’ll find
stress-free, plant-based recipes to get you through the happy
holidays. With an easy tip for each recipe, plus advice on
whether the recipe is suitable for freezing, this book is perfect
for getting ahead! You’ll also find a handy menu planner to take
the stress out of deciding what to cook. All of the ingredients are
available in supermarkets, with a focus on seasonal winter
produce.

The magic of Christmas is in togetherness and giving, and
there’s nothing that shows this more than a special, hearty
meal, prepared with love.

Katy Beskow is an award-winning cook, writer and cookery
tutor with a passion for seasonal ingredients, vibrant food and
fuss-free home cooking. Once inspired by a bustling and colorful
fruit market in South London, Katy now lives in rural Yorkshire
and cooks from a small (yet perfectly functioning) kitchen. She
blogs at www.katybeskow.com.

80 versatile recipes for quick and easy, vegan
Christmas cooking
Tenth book from the bestselling author of 15 Minute
Vegan (over 12k copies sold in North America)
The number of people choosing a vegan lifestyle has
risen by 350% in the last decade

Easy Vegan Christmas
80 Plant-Based Recipes for the Festive
Season
Katy Beskow
September 2023 | Hardcover | CKB125000
$29.99 | 9781787139459
192 Pages | 6¾ x 8¾ in
Full-color Photography

Easy Speedy Vegan
9781787137875
$32.50 | Hardcover

Five Ingredient Vegan
9781787135284
$29.99 | Hardcover

View on Edelweiss
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Gingerbread is beloved the world over, its very smell and
taste signalling that the holidays are here.

The Book Of Gingerbread conjures up inspiring recipes for cakes
and bakes, cookies, desserts, drinks, and gingerbread houses.
From everyday bakes like Maple and Ginger cupcakes and
Ginger Spiced Banana Bread, to spooky creations such as Ginger
Pumpkin Pie-thon, Baba Yaga's Hut, and a terrifying
Gingerbread Demogorgon, Helena Garcia's inventive recipes
take gingerbread flavors to new heights.

And what could be more festive than Gingerbread Trifle,
Traditional Gingerbread Men (well, sort of) and a Gingerbread
Pub dressed up for Christmas, all washed down with a warming
Gingerbread Latte or (for the grown-ups) Gingerbread Eggnog.

Featuring templates for the gingerbread houses and a beautiful
photo for every recipe, The Book of Gingerbread will brighten up
even the darkest evenings—and give you a tingle in your toes.

Helena Garcia was inspired by her first experience of
Halloween whilst living in Las Vegas, and quickly became
hooked on all things gothic and quirky, a passion that infused
her bakes when she competed in the Great British Baking Show
2019, with her eccentric style and fun-loving personality making
her an exceptionally popular contestant.

Helena's first book The Wicked Baker sold over
12k copies worldwide in its first 3 months
Showcases 50 accessible and showstopping festive
bakes

The Book Of Gingerbread
50 Spiced Bakes, Houses, Cookies,
Desserts and More
Helena Garcia
October 2023 | Hardcover | CKB004000
$23.99 | 9781837830411
160 Pages | 6¾ x 8¾ in
Full-color Photography

The Witch-Crafting Handbook
9781787137837
$22.99 | Hardcover

View on Edelweiss

https://www.edelweiss.plus/#sku=183783041X


Gingerbread is beloved the world over, its very smell and
taste signalling that the holidays are here.

The Book Of Gingerbread conjures up inspiring recipes for cakes
and bakes, cookies, desserts, drinks, and gingerbread houses.
From everyday bakes like Maple and Ginger cupcakes and
Ginger Spiced Banana Bread, to spooky creations such as Ginger
Pumpkin Pie-thon, Baba Yaga's Hut, and a terrifying
Gingerbread Demogorgon, Helena Garcia's inventive recipes
take gingerbread flavors to new heights.

And what could be more festive than Gingerbread Trifle,
Traditional Gingerbread Men (well, sort of) and a Gingerbread
Pub dressed up for Christmas, all washed down with a warming
Gingerbread Latte or (for the grown-ups) Gingerbread Eggnog.

Featuring templates for the gingerbread houses and a beautiful
photo for every recipe, The Book of Gingerbread will brighten up
even the darkest evenings—and give you a tingle in your toes.

Helena Garcia was inspired by her first experience of
Halloween whilst living in Las Vegas, and quickly became
hooked on all things gothic and quirky, a passion that infused
her bakes when she competed in the Great British Baking Show
2019, with her eccentric style and fun-loving personality making
her an exceptionally popular contestant.

Helena's first book The Wicked Baker sold over
12k copies worldwide in its first 3 months
Showcases 50 accessible and showstopping festive
bakes

The Book Of Gingerbread
50 Spiced Bakes, Houses, Cookies,
Desserts and More
Helena Garcia
October 2023 | Hardcover | CKB004000
$19.99 | 9781837830411
160 Pages | 6¾ x 8¾ in
Full-color Photography

The Witch-Crafting Handbook
9781787137837
$22.99 | Hardcover

View on Edelweiss

https://www.edelweiss.plus/#sku=183783041X


The best way to create flavor is to add spice. And it doesn’t
have to be complicated—including one spice blend can
elevate an ordinary recipe to an instant crowd pleaser.

Sanjay’s Spice Kitchen is here to demystify spices, reassuring you
that you don’t need endless time, fancy equipment, or a full
pantry to create delicious dishes with ease. Enjoy Spiced Peach
and Goat’s Cheese Salad, Harissa Chickpea Stew, Fiery
Blackened Cajun Chicken, and Mamma Spice’s Dal Makhani and,
to emphasize how versatile spices can be, within each chapter
there is a ‘Spice Freedom’ recipe that allows you to switch the
spice blend to your preference.

Sanjay also showcases his award-winning spice blends—
including Tandoori, Garam Masala, Sri Lankan, Mexican, Za’atar,
Jerk, Harissa, Baharat, and Cajun—so you can make them at
home.

Sanjay Aggarwal runs Spice Kitchen, an award-winning
company that produces spice blends. It has won three Great
Taste Awards, was featured in the Hairy Bikers television show
and appeared in the media numerous times.

An accessible cookbook with straightforward recipes
—Sanjay wants to simplify and celebrate cooking with
spices
No lengthy ingredients’ lists

Spice Kitchen
Vibrant Recipes And Spice Blends For The
Home Cook
Sanjay Aggarwal
May 2023 | Hardcover | CKB044000
$32.50 | 9781787139398
208 Pages | 7½ x 9¾ in
Full-color Photography

View on Edelweiss
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The best way to create flavor is to add spice. And it doesn’t
have to be complicated—including one spice blend can
elevate an ordinary recipe to an instant crowd pleaser.

Sanjay’s Spice Kitchen is here to demystify spices, reassuring you
that you don’t need endless time, fancy equipment, or a full
pantry to create delicious dishes with ease. Enjoy Spiced Peach
and Goat’s Cheese Salad, Harissa Chickpea Stew, Fiery
Blackened Cajun Chicken, and Mamma Spice’s Dal Makhani and,
to emphasize how versatile spices can be, within each chapter
there is a ‘Spice Freedom’ recipe that allows you to switch the
spice blend to your preference.

Sanjay also showcases his award-winning spice blends—
including Tandoori, Garam Masala, Sri Lankan, Mexican, Za’atar,
Jerk, Harissa, Baharat, and Cajun—so you can make them at
home.

Sanjay Aggarwal runs Spice Kitchen, an award-winning
company that produces spice blends. It has won three Great
Taste Awards, was featured in the Hairy Bikers television show
and appeared in the media numerous times.

An accessible cookbook with straightforward recipes
—Sanjay wants to simplify and celebrate cooking with
spices
No lengthy ingredients’ lists

Spice Kitchen
Vibrant Recipes And Spice Blends For The
Home Cook
Sanjay Aggarwal
May 2023 | Hardcover | CKB044000
$32.50 | 9781787139398
208 Pages | 7½ x 9¾ in
Full-color Photography

View on Edelweiss

https://www.edelweiss.plus/#sku=1787139395


A staple of every kitchen, this is the ultimate guide to
cooking chicken in one pan. 

Providing solutions for if you’re cooking in the oven, on the
stovetop, or need to use up leftovers, best-selling author and
professional chef Claire Thomson offers up her best 70 recipes
with chicken as star of the show, revealing just how simple it is
to create delicious one-pan meals that all of the family will love.

Whether you’re using a casserole dish, roasting pan, sheet pan,
frying pan, or stockpot, you’ll find delicious and inventive recipes
using all your favorite cuts, including Chicken Parmigiana, Miso
Butter Chicken, and the best-ever Chicken Stir-fry. There are
even whole bird recipes like Chicken Roasted with Fennel and
Bay, and Roast Chicken with Porcini and Truffle Stuffing.

Claire Thomson is a chef, food writer and a constant source of
family-cooking inspiration to her thousands of Instagram
followers. Claire is a columnist for The Telegraph newspaper
and Country File Magazine and has written about food for
publications including the Guardian, BBC Good Food
Magazine, and Ocado Magazine. Claire has appeared on
BBC1’s Saturday Kitchen, Channel 4's Sunday Brunch, and BBC
Radio 4’s Woman’s Hour.

Chicken is used as a key ingredient around the world
The ONLY one-pan chicken book on the market!
Stunning photography of every recipe
Easy, family-friendly recipes from a professional chef

One Pan Chicken
70 All-in-One Chicken Recipes For Simple
Dinnertimes
Claire Thomson
November 2023 | Hardcover | CKB067000
$24.99 | 9781837830886
176 Pages | 6¾ x 8¾ in
Full-color Photography

View on Edelweiss
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A staple of every kitchen, this is the ultimate guide to
cooking chicken in one pan. 

Providing solutions for if you’re cooking in the oven, on the
stovetop, or need to use up leftovers, best-selling author and
professional chef Claire Thomson offers up her best 70 recipes
with chicken as star of the show, revealing just how simple it is
to create delicious one-pan meals that all of the family will love.

Whether you’re using a casserole dish, roasting pan, sheet pan,
frying pan, or stockpot, you’ll find delicious and inventive recipes
using all your favorite cuts, including Chicken Parmigiana, Miso
Butter Chicken, and the best-ever Chicken Stir-fry. There are
even whole bird recipes like Chicken Roasted with Fennel and
Bay, and Roast Chicken with Porcini and Truffle Stuffing.

Claire Thomson is a chef, food writer and a constant source of
family-cooking inspiration to her thousands of Instagram
followers. Claire is a columnist for The Telegraph newspaper
and Country File Magazine and has written about food for
publications including the Guardian, BBC Good Food
Magazine, and Ocado Magazine. Claire has appeared on
BBC1’s Saturday Kitchen, Channel 4's Sunday Brunch, and BBC
Radio 4’s Woman’s Hour.

Chicken is used as a key ingredient around the world
The ONLY one-pan chicken book on the market!
Stunning photography of every recipe
Easy, family-friendly recipes from a professional chef

One Pan Chicken
70 All-in-One Chicken Recipes For Simple
Dinnertimes
Claire Thomson
November 2023 | Hardcover | CKB067000
$24.99 | 9781837830886
176 Pages | 6¾ x 8¾ in
Full-color Photography

View on Edelweiss

https://www.edelweiss.plus/#sku=1837830886
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Absolut. Cocktails 

Absolut Vodka Drinks For Every Occasion 
Absolut Vodka 

October 2023 I Hardcover I CKB130000 
$29.99 I 9781837831586 
208 Pages I 6¾ x 8¾ in 
Full-color Photography 

Absolut Cocktails is the ultimate guide for great tasting 

vodka cocktails that are right for every occasion. 

A collection of 80 delicious contemporary and classic recipes 

divided into five easy chapters from Fuss-free Crowd Pleasers to 

Cocktails to Impress, Summer Sippers, Holiday Favourites and 

even Mocktails - there are drinks for everyone. 

Along the way, you'll find expert mixing tips, sneaky little hacks 

as well as QR codes to online video tutorials. 

Enjoy the story of arguably the most iconic vodka brand in the 

world, and how this Swedish icon took the world by storm when 

it launched internationally in 1979, driving positive change 

through creativity, culture and mixology. 

Absolut Vodka is the world's most famous vodka, enjoyed in 

156 markets. Launched in the US in 1979, it completely 

redefined the premium vodka landscape, becoming 

synonymous with art, culture and nightlife. Absolut became an 

icon in its own right with its award-winning advertising 

campaign. Absolut believes in progress, being open-minded and 

embracing diversity. 

• A cocktail book from the world's no. 1 premium 

vodka - every hour 90k Absolut drinks are consumed 
• One of the most recognisable brands in the world, 

with high design and quality status
• 80 cocktails, including original Absolut-created 

recipes and a fascinating insight into the story of

Absolut Vodka

LYCHEE 
MARTINI 

Unmistakably d elicate. perfumed lychee is amplified by the 

smooth, clean Absolut vodka - this is a one-on-one combo that 

givo,bolhingredienblholreedomtoex�ro,slhemoelvoo. Tho 

result i s  candied and s.,.eef but alco hol forward. Sometimes a 

cocktoildoesn'tneedanythingelse. 

Ice Cubes 

45ml {11h Port$11V1ol) Absolut Vodka 

15ml ('12 Port/½az) Lychee Liqueur 

1WholelychH 

Fill o mixing 9I,::,ss with ice cubes, <1dd thevo dkoond lychee 

liqueur. Give i1 all good stir to combine it beoutifullyondget it 

niceondcol d.Strainintoa mortini or coupeg lossandgarnish 
wil h a lycheeforthatfinishing touch. 

LONG 
COSMOPOLITAN 

The o�gir,al Cosmopolitan is a sophisticated A-lister of a cocktail 

that'sguaranteed taenlivenanyeveningoccasion:here'sil• 
lcidbackliltl•.iot•r,wl,o'oju.too hoppyhavingachill•dnight 

in os•h•ishilling thetown. lnother word,.this sl ill ho,lhe 
iestynoturallemonafAbsolutCilron.but it"soll layeredand 

lengthenedintoaneo1y-t0-mixhighboll. 

lceCul>es 
4Sml(l½Po,t:.t11/xiz)AbsolutCl!ron 

25ml(1/,Part/1/.oi)TlipleStc 
Sml('f.P,,,t/'Aoz)Sl.,pleSyrup 

120ml(4Porlsl4o,)C,onh9rryJuice 
I Wedge Orange 

PourAbsolurCltron.TrlpleS&candslmplesyrupfntoahlghboll 
glas,andgiwilagoods1 ir.Nowlill1o thetopwithicecube, 

befor<>adding the ,,anberry juN;e. L�tle tip: ii help, lo add the 
icebeforotoppingthod,inkoff,so ildoe,n"tspkuhoropil lover 

Gornishwithonorongewedge. 



Absolut Vodka Cocktails offers a collection of contemporary
and classic recipes curated to enjoy at home, whether it’s
for a casual hang out, a summer party, a big night in, or a
seasonal celebration—plus a few delicious non-alcoholic
cocktails too.

Also featured is advice on how to make perfect drinks from Rico,
the Absolut mixologist, who demystifies cocktail-making and
offers top tips for mixing and serving. And, of course, the story
of one of the most recognized brands in the world is celebrated
—from how their vodka is made around one town (Åhus) in
Sweden to their iconic bottle campaign that represents the
longest running advertising campaign of all time.

Be part of the innovative, fun, and inclusive Absolut community
and impress your guests with some simple yet stunning
cocktails.

Absolut Vodka is the world’s most famous vodka, enjoyed in
156 markets. Launched in the US in 1979, it completely
redefined the premium vodka landscape, becoming
synonymous with art, culture and nightlife. Absolut is an icon in
its own right.

A cocktail book from the world’s no. 1 premium
vodka—every hour 90k Absolut drinks are consumed
One of the most recognizable brands in the world,
with high design and quality status
80 cocktails, including original Absolut-created
recipes, and a fascinating insight into the story of
Absolut Vodka

Absolut Vodka Cocktails
Drinks For Every Occasion
Absolut Vodka
October 2023 | Hardcover | CKB130000
$29.99 | 9781837831104
208 Pages | 6¾ x 8¾ in
Full-color Photography
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Sail away on the most stylish of booze cruises, all from the
comfort of your own home!

In his World Cocktail Atlas Olly Smith serves up the best cocktail
recipes the world has to offer. From the prohibition-inspired
speakeasy drinks of the US, to the art of the Japanese Izakaya,
Italian spritzes and amaro, Mexican margaritas, Korean soju
sippers, Brazil’s many caipirinha-based classics, to Singapore
slings and West Indian rum punches, every country has its own
signature concoctions.

Arranged by region, the recipes take you on a global tour and
there are even non-alcoholic options for days off the booze.

With Olly’s insider knowledge and deft way with flavor
combinations, you too can be transported to a beautiful beach
or snowy peak, with perfectly mixed drink in hand.

Olly Smith is a multi-award-winning drinks writer and TV
presenter. He writes a weekly column for the Daily Mail's
Weekend magazine. His popular podcast, A Glass With..., reaches
150,000 listeners globally. Olly is currently the regular wine
expert on BBC1’s Saturday Kitchen.

Olly's previous book, Home Cocktail Bible, has sold
over 10k copies since publication in November 2021
The global cocktail theme is perennially popular
The book showcases cocktail recipes from cocktail
centers across the world

World Cocktail Atlas
Travel the World of Drinks Without
Leaving Home - 200 Cocktail Recipes
Olly Smith
September 2023 | Hardcover | CKB006000
$32.50 | 9781787139565
320 Pages | 6¾ x 8¾ in
Full-color Photography

Home Cocktail Bible
9781787138056
$29.99 | Hardcover
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With absolute classics and a plethora of new and unusual
sauces from nearly 50 countries, discover everything you
need to know about hot sauce. 

From moderately mouth-tingling Secret Aardvark Habanero, to
alive and kicking Diemen’s Stinger, this indispensable guide
takes you through an expert selection of the world’s best.

In addition, you’ll find an extensive introduction that covers the
history, culture and science of hot sauce, tips and tricks from
the top industry ‘saucerers’, as well as a seriously tasty recipe
for your own homemade style—not to mention 10 simple,
mouth-watering recipes for pairing with your collection.

Neil Ridley is an award-winning writer, broadcaster, and
consultant in the world of food and drink. He has co-written six
books about spirits, cocktails, and drinks culture. Alongside
drinks, he has had a life-long passion for electronic music and
the culture of hot sauce, which led him to a great friendship
with his writing partner, Dean Honer.

Dean Honer is a musician and record producer. An eventful
night supporting Iggy Pop in Austin, Texas, turned him into a hot
sauce devotee and the rest of the US tour was spent exploring
the taco trucks, boutique sauce shops, and farmers markets, in
search of the perfect hot sauce and the hottest chilis.

Each profile includes a heat rating system, from
magnificently mild to stupendously scorching
The global hot sauce market is projected to grow
from $2.89 billion in 2022, to $4.72 billion by 2029, at
a CAGR of 7.26% in forecast period, 2022–2029

Hot Sauce
The Essential Guide to 101 of the World's
Best
Neil Ridley and Dean Honer
October 2023 | Hardcover | CKB102000
$19.99 | 9781837830626
176 Pages | 5¼ x 7¼ in
Full-color Photography
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From the best-selling author of Dumplings and Noodles and
Bowls and Broths, Simple Noodles is a fuss-free cookbook for
every night of the week.

In Simple Noodles, Pippa Middlehurst guides you through
making your favorite noodle dishes at home with 60 versatile
recipes that make the most of packet noodles.

From quick stir-fries to saucy noodles, soupy noodles and
jazzed-up instant noodles, each recipe is useful, practical, and
easy to follow—perfect for anyone who wants quick and easy
dishes that don’t compromise on flavor.

Pippa Middlehurst is the winner of the first series of BBC1’s
Britain’s Best Home Cook. She hosts regular sell-out workshops,
masterclasses and supper clubs across the UK, as well as
running Noodle Haus, a permanent space in the heart of
Manchester that celebrates creativity, community, sharing, and
learning. Pippa is the author of Dumplings and Noodles (2020),
which was nominated for Guild of Food Writers “First Book
Award”, and Bowls & Broths (2021).

A fresh approach from Pippa, with 60 versatile
recipes for quick and easy noodles
Includes a chapter for jazzing up instant noodles
Third book from the bestselling author of Dumplings
and Noodles and Bowls and Broths (over 12k copies
and 6k copies sold respectively)
Since Covid-19, people have been drawn to simple,
easy-to-achieve recipes

Simple Noodles
Everyday Recipes, from Instant to Udon
Pippa Middlehurst
August 2023 | Hardcover | CKB070000
$29.99 | 9781787139541
176 Pages | 7½ x 9¾ in
Full-color Photography

Dumplings and Noodles
9781787135376
$24.99 | Hardcover

Bowls & Broths
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$24.99 | Hardcover
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Dive into Thai cooking with this delicious collection of more
than 70 authentic, easy-to-follow recipes.

With clear, uncomplicated instructions and accessible,
supermarket-friendly swaps for traditional Thai ingredients, Thai
Made Easy demystifies the process of cooking flavorful Thai
dishes at home.

You’ll learn to cook everything from classics like chicken satay,
spring rolls and pad Thai, to all your favorite Thai curries from
scratch, from red and green to Panang, massaman and beyond.
With plenty of plant-based recipes, this cookbook contains every
Thai recipe you’ll ever need.

Discover just how easy it is to recreate your favorite dishes at
home, with Thai Made Easy.

Yui Miles comes from a Thai-Chinese family where cooking and
eating have always been a key focus of daily life. With her
passion and skill she was able to secure a spot on Masterchef
UK 2019, reaching the quarter finals, and also appeared on and
won Beat the Chef on Channel 4. She now works as a cookery
teacher, recipe creator, and private chef, including partnering
with various brands. This is her first book.

Recreate your favorite cuisine at home with whatever
you have in the fridge
The focus is one ease of cooking, with simple swaps
for unusual ingredients
Vietnamese Made Easy and Thai Made Easy are the first
two titles in a new cuisine-led series

Thai Made Easy
Over 70 Simple Recipes
Yui Miles
September 2023 | Hardcover | CKB083000
$29.99 | 9781787139947
192 Pages | 7½ x 9¾ in
Full-color Photography
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From broths and noodle soups to salads and stir-fries,
Vietnamese Made Easy is a modern and vibrant collection of
quick, easy, flavorsome recipes.

Vietnamese food is all about the balance of sweet and salty and
sour and bitter and umami, as well as the contrast of elements
like texture and temperature, but it doesn’t need to be
complicated.

With accessible ingredients and simple, practical instructions,
Vietnamese Made Easy reveals how you can easily prepare
delicious Vietnamese dishes bursting with flavor at home.

Thuy Diem Pham is an author and chef, and owner of the
multi-award winning restaurant The Little Viet Kitchen. Having
moved to the UK aged seven, Thuy’s distinctive approach to
cooking combines her genuine understanding of Vietnamese
culture and cuisine, with a deft handle on London’s food scene;
she’s widely regarded as one of the UK’s most prominent voices
on Vietnamese cooking.

Accessible ingredients and genuine shortcuts that
maintain the integrity of the dishes (but remove the
hard work)
In 2019 Thuy and The Little Viet Kitchen won the
Golden Chopsticks’ highest award, the ‘Best
Restaurant in England’; in 2021 Thuy and LVK became
the first restaurant to retain their title, as well as
taking home the ‘Best UK Street Food’ award in the
prestigious OFM awards

Vietnamese Made Easy
Simple, Modern Recipes for Every Day
Thuy Diem Pham
October 2023 | Hardcover | CKB070000
$29.99 | 9781787139688
192 Pages | 7½ x 9¾ in
Full-color Photography
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Dan Toombs a.k.a The Curry Guy has spent the last two
decades traveling and researching the best curries the
world has to offer. In Curry Guy One Pot his mission is to
bring you all the best one-pot curries, stews, soups, stir-
fries, braises, and roasts you could ever need.

Dan has drawn over 150 recipes from a lifetime of global travels,
spending over five months on the road researching this book.
Collaborating with local chefs and restaurants all over the world,
he has developed an extraordinary collection of spicy delights,
from Malaysian Devil Curry to Sri Lankan Black Pork Curry, Cape
Malay Bobotie to Hungarian Goulash. Plus his popular curry
house dishes no longer need a base sauce to taste just as
delicious, including Chicken Tikka Masala, Beef Madras, and
Chicken Dhansak.

Packed with beautiful color photography, and featuring tips and
tricks to make the perfect dish every time, Curry Guy One Pot will
transport you thousands of miles without having to leave your
own kitchen!

Dan Toombs (aka The Curry Guy) has perfected the art of the
restaurant curry. After over 20 years of travelling around,
sampling dishes, learning secrets from restaurant chefs, and
refining those recipes at home, Dan has created recipes that
taste just like a takeaway but in less time, and for less money.

Over 150 recipes that can be made in one pot or
roasting pan created in collaboration with local chefs
and restaurants all over the world
Dan has spent the last two decades traveling and
researching the best curries

Curry Guy One Pot
Over 150 Curries and Other Deliciously
Spiced Dishes from Around the World
Dan Toombs
October 2023 | Hardcover | CKB044000
$40.00 | 9781787139206
272 Pages | 7½ x 9¾ in
Full-color Photography

The Curry Guy Bible
9781787134638
$35.00 | Hardcover

Curry Guy BBQ (Sunday Times
Bestseller)
9781787138070
$23.99 | Hardcover
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SLICE is packed with over 30 recipes to make sure you
finally delete your local takeaway from speed dial #1. From
an NY slice, to true Neapolitan pizza made in a frying pan,
SLICE offers classic and new creations, and even a sweet
Nutella pizza ring!

Learn how to make the greatest Neapolitan pizza dough, the
perfect San Marzano tomato topping, then grace your creation
with the finest ingredients—from Double Pepperoni and Spicy
Honey, through Aubergine Parmigiana, from Carbonara to
Capricciosa; and the fiery Burrata Diavola.

What's not to love? Go on, grab a SLICE!

Brothers Thom and James Elliot ditched their jobs in 2012 to go
on a life-changing pilgrimage to Naples, the home of pizza, to
learn how it’s done from the source. Back in the UK, they set up
a market stall in Soho selling pizza from the back of their trusty
Ape van. Pizza Pilgrims now run 20 pizzerias (and counting)
across the UK serving award winning Neapolitan pizza to
thousands of people ever day.

Pizza is officially the world's favorite takeaway food
Over 5 billion pizzas are consumed worldwide each
year
'You will struggle to find it done better than Pizza
Pilgrims' Daily Telegraph

SLICE
A Delicious Stack of 30 Pizza Recipes
Thom Elliot and James Elliot
June 2023 | Flexibound | CKB047000
$19.99 | 9781787139718
128 Pages | 5¼ x 7¼ in
Full-color Photography
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The Little Book of Bowl Food features 40 recipes for delicious,
easy-to-construct bowls of goodness.

Discover how to build your own hearty, wholesome meals in a
bowl, with everything from breakfast bowls to light options,
nourishing vegan dishes, and more.

With countless combinations of vegetables, grains, meat, and
fish, these recipes will show you how to combine textures and
colours for simple, healthy meals.

Eating well has never been so enticing—or easy.

Conceived and edited by Quadrille.

Recipes cover breakfast bowls, light bowls, and main
meals
Each bowl contains a balanced combination of
protein, carbohydrates, vegetables, and fruit, and
leafy greens
Easy entry point for those who want to eat more
healthily but don't want to follow a full diet/paleo
plan
Recipes originally published in Nourish Bowls

The Little Book of Bowl Food
Simple and Nourishing Recipes in a Bowl
Quadrille
May 2023 | Hardcover | CKB039000
$16.99 | 9781837830275
112 Pages | 5¼ x 7¼ in
Full-color Photography
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150 of the best recipes from Katy Beskow's original 15-
Minute Vegan books.

In as little as 15 minutes you can have a delicious meal on the
table using readily available, budget-friendly ingredients, and
fuss-free cooking techniques. Thrifty Vegan starts with Katy's
introduction to plant-based cooking, with advice on the
equipment you need to make your cooking go faster, plus
essential pantry ingredients.

With 150 recipes to satisfy at any time of day, this book is not
only the go-to cookbook for new and established vegans, but
also for home cooks looking for effortless and wallet-friendly
ways to bring plant-based meals into their kitchen. This is feel-
good, effortless food by an expert in vegan cooking—nothing
could be simpler and faster than the Thrifty Vegan.

Katy Beskow is an award-winning cook, writer and cookery
tutor with a passion for seasonal ingredients, vibrant food, and
fuss-free home cooking. Once inspired by a bustling and colorful
fruit market in South London, Katy now lives in rural Yorkshire
and cooks from a small (yet perfectly functioning) kitchen. She
blogs at www.katybeskow.com.

150 versatile recipes for quick and easy, year-round,
vegan cooking
A bind-up edition of Katy's first three books (15
Minute Vegan, 15 Minute Vegan on a Budget, and 15
Minute Vegan Comfort Food)
The number of people choosing a vegan lifestyle has
risen by 350% in the last decade

Thrifty Vegan
150 Budget-Friendly Recipes That Take
Just 15 Minutes
Katy Beskow
December 2023 | Paperback - with flaps | CKB125000
$24.99 | 9781837830374
320 Pages | 6¾ x 8¾ in
Full-color Photography

Easy Speedy Vegan
9781787137875
$32.50 | Hardcover

Five Ingredient Vegan
9781787135284
$29.99 | Hardcover
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Discover everything you need to know about cooking in an
air fryer, with 60 recipes and clear, step-by-step
instructions.

Air frying is a miraculous cooking method: you get all the
satisfaction of fried food, without the mess, it’s versatile (as well
as “frying”, you can bake, roast, steam and more), and it makes
simple and satisfying dishes in minimal time.

From golden, fluffy chips and flaky Empanadas to sweet and
smoky Chicken Wings and cheesy Arancini—Foolproof Air
Fryer includes a huge variety of quick and easy dishes that make
the most of this must-have kitchen appliance.

The Foolproof series celebrates the simple ways to cook, eat,
and enjoy different dishes and techniques, and offers amazing
new ways to elevate classics, as well revealing new sure-to-be
favorites.

Louise Kenney trained as a chef at Ballymaloe Cookery School
then ran her catering business for 10 years. She is now a food
stylist, home economist and recipe writer and she is the author
of Dinner’s in the Bag (Quadrille). She is passionate about food,
farming, and avoiding doing the dishes.

Over 25 million air fryers have been sold in the last
two years
Consumers are looking for appliances that make their
food prep easier, faster, and energy efficient
Air fryer cookbook sales reached 971 million units in
2021

Foolproof Air Fryer
60 Quick and Easy Recipes That Let the
Fryer Do the Work
Louise Kenney
August 2023 | Hardcover | CKB081000
$20.99 | 9781787139671
144 Pages | 6¼ x 8¼ in
Full-color Photography

Foolproof Slow Cooker
9781787138995
$20.99 | Hardcover

Foolproof One-Pot
9781787135949
$19.99 | Hardcover
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One roasting tray, one complete meal—no fuss, and
minimal clean up!

 

With convenience and budget in mind, Foolproof Roasting
Pan offers delicious, imaginative recipes for every meal of the
day, all in one pan. Try Berry and Banana Breakfast Traybake,
Lime-roasted Squash with Lentils, Ricotta and Basil Oil, or Lamb
with Harissa and Sweet Potato Mash.

With straightforward instructions, easy-to-find ingredients, and
no-nonsense tips for getting the most flavor out of your cooking,
not only will you have everyday meal solutions, but less hassle
and mess in the kitchen too.

Sue Quinn is an award-winning food writer, cookbook author,
and journalist. Her articles and recipes regularly appear in the
UK’s leading food publications including delicious and BBC Good
Food magazines. She won the Fortnum & Mason’s Online Food
Writer Award in 2016.

Foolproof recipes that are straightforward, yet
delicious
One pan cookbooks continue to be on trend,
especially as people are looking for economical
solutions to cooking nutririous meals from scratch

Foolproof Roasting Pan
60 Effortless One-Pan Recipes Packed with
Flavour
Sue Quinn
April 2023 | Hardcover | CKB070000
$20.99 | 9781787139817
144 Pages | 6¼ x 8¼ in
Full-color Photography

Foolproof BBQ
9781787136717
$19.99 | Hardcover

Foolproof Veggie One-Pot
9781787138360
$20.99 | Hardcover
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Learn to sew a wardrobe of confidence-boosting clothes
with Sewing the Curve, even if you've never picked up a
needle before!

When you're curvy or plus size, it can be hard finding clothes
that fit well and express your personality—but learning to sew
can also be intimidating, especially if you're not in the size range
of most beginner sewing patterns. Jenny will have you sewing
fantastic clothes—that fit!—in no time, with 6 full-size sewing
patterns (US size 12–32) including a wrap skirt, swing dress,
quilted jacket, and knit pants.

Start with core skills, from threading a sewing machine, to
understanding sewing patterns, and measuring yourself
accurately, and then once you've mastered the basic
techniques, learn how to put them to the test, and sew your first
garment—one you will love to wear.

Jenny Rushmore is the founder and creative director of
Cashmerette, the leading sewing company focused on curvy and
plus size women. Jenny works with her team to create sewing
patterns designed for curves, and educational resources that
help all curvy and plus size women find their perfect fit.

An entry level guide to sewing your own curvy clothes
Featuring 6 scalable patterns in sizes sizes 12–32 and
cup sizes C–H, plus variations to create multiple
garments
Packed with essential sewing tips, from measuring
yourself and choosing fabrics, to batch sewing and
fitting as you go

Sewing the Curve
Learn How to Sew Clothes to Boost Your
Wardrobe
Jenny Rushmore
October 2023 | Flexibound | CRA035000
$39.00 | 9781837830763
192 Pages | 7¾ x 9¾ in
Full-color Photography and Illustrations

Ahead of the Curve
9781787136304
$37.00 | Paperback
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Winter Celebrations is a celebration of the festive season
through craft, featuring a beautiful collections of over 33
decorations and gifts that draw upon Arounna
Khounnoraj's natural aesthetic.

In this ultimate maker's guide to the festive season, Arounna will
cover a variety of different crafts from embroidery, block
printing, sewing, and pottery, through the 33 projects learn how
to make your own wrapping paper, cards, paper garlands, and
more.

Designed with sustainability in mind, the projects will teach you
how to think innovatively and reusing whatever materials you
might have to hand, including found and natural objects. There
will also be an emphasis on techniques that don’t require a lot
of tools or equipment, as well as projects that can be achieved
in a short amount of time.

Arounna Khounnoraj is a Canadian artist and maker based in
Toronto, where she emigrated with her family from Laos at the
age of four. In 2002 she started Bookhou, a multi-disciplinary
studio with her husband John Booth, together they explore a
variety of printing and embroidery techniques through making
utilitarian objects such as bags, home goods, and textiles.

The ultimate modern, practical book that will show
you how to create your own handmade Christmas
Over 20 projects for decorations and gifts with a
focus on sustainability and natural crafting
A variety of beginner-level projects in various craft
disciplines makes this an accessible project book for
makers of all levels

Winter Celebrations
A Modern Guide to a Handmade
Christmas
Arounna Khounnoraj
September 2023 | Hardcover | CRA034000
$29.99 | 9781837830664
160 Pages | 7¾ x 9¾ in
Full-color Photography and Illustrations

Visible Mending
9781787136106
$22.99 | Paperback - with flaps

Embroidery
9781787138315
$22.99 | Paperback - with flaps
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Fanny Zedenius is back and taking on the world of macramé
accessories.

Learn how to knot, wear, and style 23 simple projects with
Macramé Accessories, from necklaces to cushions, skirts, hair
accessories, a lantern, and more. Fanny will show you how to
master the all the knots featured throughout this book through
clear step-by-step illustrations, charts, and instructions,
demystifying this ancient craft.

Discover different materials you can use beyond rope to help
expand your knotting experience. Packed with stunning lifestyle
photography that draws on Fanny’s signature Scandi style, this
book is indispensable whether you are a beginner, or looking for
new knotting challenge to tackle.

Take your craft further with Macramé Accessories, and knot
stylish projects for yourself and your home.

Fanny Zedenius is a fiber artist and the creative mind behind
the popular Instagram account Createaholic. In 2015 Fanny
opened a webshop from which she sells her designs all over the
world. She hosts macramé workshops throughout Sweden
where she teaches others how to master this addictive craft.

Fanny’s profile has continued to grow and she has
amassed a large dedicated following who love her
designs and want more patterns
Macramé remains a popular craft of choice since it
first reemerged in 2006

Macramé Accessories
A Modern Guide to Knotting Accessories
Fanny Zedenius
June 2023 | Paperback - with flaps | CRA055000
$24.99 | 9781787139152
144 Pages | 7¾ x 9¾ in
Full-color Photography

Macramé
9781849499408
$17.99 | Paperback - with flaps
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The best garments in your closet are ones you want to wear
over and over again. Clothing should make you feel
comfortable and confident and reflects who you are as a
person. Sew Your Own Scandi Wardrobewill show you how
you can sew your own capsule closet full of staple garments
made to last.

The core designs can be combined to form a multitude of
outfits, that can be worn for everyday life as well as special
occasions. Featuring 22 designs, with suggestions on
adjustments and variations that enable you to create and design
garments that suit your style and expression.

Packed with stunning fashion photography, Sew Your Own Scandi
Wardrobe will inspire and offer you techniques and tips for easy
ways to get started and succeed with sewing, both as a beginner
and advanced sewer.

Oda Stormoen and Kristin Vaag set up Flid in Fall 2020 to help
more people make, repair and create their own favorite
garments. By offering modern sewing patterns, guidance, and
inspiration, with a focus on creative joy and good design, they
hope to inspire conscious clothing consumption and good
sewing experiences.

Scandi-style dressmaking book for beginner to
intermediate level sewers
Sew your own capsule wardrobe with 22 designs to
enjoy
Womenswear sizes US 1–20

Sew Your Own Scandi Wardrobe
Oda Stormoen and Kristin Vaag
October 2023 | Hardcover | CRA035000
$29.99 | 9781837831081
224 Pages | 7¾ x 9¾ in
Full-color Photography
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Botanical Dyes features recipes and top tips on everything
you need to know to make your own natural dyes.

The process of turning plants into print can help you reconnect
with nature, find a creative outlet and develop a mindful sense
of presence. It also promotes an awareness of sustainable
practices and how to reduce our impact on the planet.

Extracting from and updating her book Botanical Inks, Babs talks
the home crafter through everything from foraging for dyes,
making mordants, creating an array of colors and then putting
your new knowledge to the text through some simple projects.

With more than 10 dye recipes, clear step-by-step instructions,
troubleshooting tips, and explanations of what works and why,
Botanical Dyes is the accessible handbook that modern makers
everywhere have been waiting for.

Babs Behan is the founder of Botanical Inks—an artisan natural
dye studio based in Bristol. Her work ranges from natural
dyeing for textiles, clothing, and paper products, to surface
application techniques, including Shibori tie-dyeing, bundle
dyeing with flowers, and block printing.

Explores an on-trend craft that's part of the 'slow-
living' movement
Will appeal to people interested in foraging and
sustainable practices
A comprehensive guide that covers making the dyes
and application techniques

Botanical Dyes
Plant-to-Print Techniques and Tips
Babs Behan
August 2023 | Hardcover | CRA007000
$22.99 | 9781837830305
144 Pages | 6¼ x 8¼ in
Full-color Photography
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Wreaths explores the art of creating wonderful floral pieces,
to gift or keep, through a collection of 18 beautiful and
natural designs. Learn how to play around with color,
foliage, texture and architectural forms with a craft that is
no longer just for Christmas. 

Packed with ideas, skills, and techniques, Katie and Terri will
inspire you to bring a touch of nature indoors as they offer a
fresh and modern approach to wreath design. Going beyond the
traditional shapes, this book will equip you with the know-how
to create impressive statement pieces, tropical and dried
wreaths, as well as beautiful garlands and a late summer
chandelier.

Presented through exquisite photography and step-by-step
instructions, Wreaths shows how best to maintain and display
these botanical creations in your home.

Katie Smyth and Terri Chandler make up WORM London. They
quit their jobs after feeling stuck in a rut and started up a flower
business, designing flowers for weddings, supper clubs, and
parties. They also work as flower stylists for magazines, book
and TV shoots.

Wreaths have become a key addition to interiors
design and are heavily featured on Instagram
Not just for Christmas, wreaths are now being made
in all the seasons with courses running throughout
the year
Featuring 18 designs for wreaths, garlands, mobiles,
an impressive flower wall, and more

Wreaths
Fresh, Foraged & Dried Floral
Arrangements
Terri Chandler and Katie Smyth
September 2023 | Hardcover | CRA010000
$22.99 | 9781837830770
144 Pages | 6¼ x 8¼ in
Full-color Photography
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Artist. Entrepreneur. Mum. Bosslady.

Leading British shoe designer Sophia Webster is known for her
sense of fun, playful, and feminine touches—but less well
known is the story behind the shoes, and how Sophia juggled a
fledgling business with a young family, turning her love of
drawing into a renowned brand.

Celebrating a decade of head-turning heels, Oh My Gosh, I Love
Your Shoes is an inspiring, uplifting showcase of Sophia’s
remarkable shoes, inspiration, and expertise. Gathering
together the stories and learnings behind Sophia’s most
cherished designs, it’s also a celebration of the many famous
feet who have worn Sophia’s shoes on red carpets all over the
world—from Taylor Swift to Beyoncé, Gwen Stefani, and
Michelle Obama.

British luxury accessories designer Sophia Webster founded
her eponymous label in 2012. A graduate from the London
College of Fashion and The Royal College of Art, Sophia has
become internationally renowned for her unique, creative, and
uplifting designs. Sophia lives in East London with her husband
Bobby and their five children.

Sophia Webster's shoes are stocked widely
throughout the US—in Bloomingdale's, Neiman
Marcus, and Bergdorf Goodman
A stunning package, with a bold, eye-catching jacket,
and vibrant sprayed edges

Oh My Gosh, I Love Your Shoes
A Decade of Head-turning Heels
Sophia Webster
September 2023 | Hardcover | BIO035000
$55.00 | 9781787139275
352 Pages | 7½ x 9¾ in
Full-color Photography and Illustrations
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uplifting designs. Sophia lives in East London with her husband
Bobby and their five children.

Sophia Webster's shoes are stocked widely
throughout the US—in Bloomingdale's, Neiman
Marcus, and Bergdorf Goodman
A stunning package, with a bold, eye-catching jacket,
and vibrant sprayed edges

Oh My Gosh, I Love Your Shoes
A Decade of Head-turning Heels
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September 2023 | Hardcover | BIO035000
$55.00 | 9781787139275
352 Pages | 7½ x 9¾ in
Full-color Photography and Illustrations
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Living on the remote island of Mull has inspired Banjo to be
resourceful and inventive in his design outlook. With
sustainability and budget in mind, he combines vintage
finds with clever design and re-purposes the old. His spaces
are characterful, curated, and eco-conscious.

In Wild Isle Style, Banjo wants to give people the confidence to
give design a go and create their own signature style. No matter
your style, from budget bougie to boho, nouveau, or deco, this
book will uncover universal ideas that you can easily implement
into your home design. It’s an accessible roadmap to creating
authentic, sustainable, and cost-effective interiors.

Including interviews with collectors, sellers, and makers, Wild Isle
Style gives you permission to have fun with your interiors, to
turn shopping into an adventure and help you reclaim your
home and your budget.

Banjo Beale is an interior designer who won the BBC1
series Interior Design Masters in 2022. He has worked on many
interior projects since winning the show, as well as collaborating
with John Lewis and Etsy on sustainability. Banjo is a judge on
Scotland's Home of the Year and has his own BBC2 series,
Designing the Hebrides, coming out in 2023.

Banjo was the obvious winner from the start on
series 3 of Interior Design Masters, with 4 million
people watching the show
Banjo's warmth, wit and creativity emanate from
every page, making his clever, budget-friendly, and
sustainable advice accessible to all

Wild Isle Style
Resourceful, Original And Inventive Design
Ideas
Banjo Beale
October 2023 | Hardcover | HOM003000
$32.50 | 9781837830435
224 Pages | 7½ x 9½ in
Full-color Photography
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Color Confidence will demystify the technical world of color
as it helps empower you to live a bolder and more colorful
life.

Including a blend of everything from identifying your palette to
creating a harmonious color scheme and accessorizing to
achieve that perfect color ratio, this book will show you how to
use color to transform your life. Get inspired with expert tips
and tricks to create a home that will truly reflect your
personality.

Discover how color can impact your space and mood. Jess will
show you how to embrace those darker tones to add interest
and show you how to successfully bring a cohesive look
together, whether that is pastels, brights, neutrals, earthy tones
or even brights—find your color confidence whatever your style.

Following her house renovation, Jessica Sowerby set up a Color
Consultancy Service and has gained a mixed base of clients from
across the UK, Canada, and Australia.

A modern, accessible guide to help you bring more
color into your life
Home improvement stores have seen a rise in sales
since 2020
There has been a rise in millennial inspired paint
companies with a new direct-to-consumer paint start-
up which offer a curated selection of colors perfect
for a new generation of DIYers, who are lured by their
stylish branding

Color Confidence
A Practical Handbook to Embracing Color
in Your Home
Jessica Sowerby
August 2023 | Hardcover | HOM003000
$22.99 | 9781837830282
160 Pages | 6¼ x 8¼ in
Full-color Photography
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Pocket Power from The Slumflower is the handy friend who
reminds you to think of yourself a little more often.

Chidera aka The Slumflower is the angel on your shoulder,
giving you tips and wisdom for reclaiming your power as a
woman.

Read Chidera’s inspiring advice to help you achieve your
potential, find a way through challenges, and embrace every
opportunity along the way.

Chidera Eggerue is an acclaimed writer, presenter, and social
commentator. Referred to by Elle magazine as a 'millennial
mastermind', Chidera has featured in publications including
Financial Times, Vogue, Playboy, and Grazia, and starred in her
own Channel 4 documentary Bring Back the Bush. She debuted
her first live show ‘Chidera Eggerue: How To Get Over a Boy’ to a
sold-out audience, and hosts the popular podcast The
Slumflower Hour.

Chidera’s first book What a Time to Be Alone has sold
over 100k copies worldwide
Chidera has over 300k followers on Instagram and
her own podcast The Slumflower Hour
Gift book in the style of the Pocket Wisdom books

Pocket Power from the
Slumflower
Know Your Worth and Act On It
Chidera Eggerue
November 2023 | Hardcover | SEL031000
$14.99 | 9781837831326
96 Pages | 4¾ x 5¾ in
Text-only

What a Time to be Alone
9781787132115
$16.99 | Hardcover

How To Get Over A Boy
9781787134805
$17.99 | Hardcover
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Change your energy and enhance your life through the
power of crystals.

This beautiful, modern crystal compilation features over 100
crystals to raise your vibrations in bestseller's Goldirocks
signature fresh and accessible approach to crystal healing.
Explore a directory of crystals and minerals, and their individual
properties and learn new ways to connect with their glimmering
energies to improve your life. Learn how to cleanse your mind,
body and spirit, heal your home, and harness the power of the
rocks.

This practical guide will equip you with everything you need to
reconnect with your spiritual self.

Crystal Healing is the perfect companion for Yulia Van Doren's
previous bestselling titles Crystals and Crystallize.

Yulia Van Doren is the founder of Goldirocks and one of the
innovators of the modern holistic wellness movement. In
addition to her role as a crystal pinoneer, she is a Grammy-
nominated international opera singer and sound healer.

The ultimate guide to crystals. This directory of over
100 crystals featuring 20 brand new rocks
Perfect for anyone who wants to take their crystal
healing further, with advice on styling and pairing
#crystalhealing is one of the most popular hashtags
on Instagram and TikTok

Crystal Healing
The Complete Modern Guide for
Beginners and Beyond
Yulia Van Doren
October 2023 | Hardcover | OCC004000
$29.99 | 9781837830794
272 Pages | 6¾ x 8¾ in
Full-color Photography

Crystals
9781787130357
$14.99 | Hardcover

Crystallize
9781787134522
$14.99 | Hardcover
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Discover the transformative power of the lunar cycle in The
Lunar Year, your year-long companion to the magic of the
moon.

With a chapter for every month of the year, The Lunar Year
reveals how to tune into Mother Nature and celebrate the
power of the moon. In this beautifully illustrated guide, you will
explore the phases of the moon and learn to tap into lunar
wisdom. Discover how to harness the power of your emotions
by getting in touch with your moon sign and find inspiration in
the wisdom lunar gods and goddesses of traditions past.

Filled with ancient traditions, grounding rituals, and spells for a
sprinkle of magic for every season, this is the essential
companion to the lunar cycle.

Celebrate the magic of the moon in every season with The Lunar
Year.

Alison Davies is the author of over 30 books, she runs
storytelling workshops at universities across the UK. Alison
writes for a wide selection of magazines, including Soul & Spirit,
Fate and Fortune, Spirit and Destiny, and Kindred Spirit.

The natural follow-up to The Mystical Year, this is for
lunar obsessives and modern mystics alike
Based on the Wheel of the Year, this book will appeal
to modern day Pagans and Wiccans
Publishing in time for Halloween

The Lunar Year
Moon Magic Through the Seasons
Alison Davies
October 2023 | Hardcover | OCC002000
$19.99 | 9781837830909
144 Pages | 5¼ x 7¼ in
Full-color Illustrations

The Mystical Year
9781787136083
$19.99 | Hardcover

The Self-Care Year
9781787137653
$19.99 | Hardcover
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Tell me your Venus and your Moon signs, and I'll tell you
how you love others, and how you feel love in return.

This complete guide teaches you how to decode your birth chart
and how to overcome the trials and tribulations of romantic
relationships With more planetary knowledge in your
astrological toolkit, you’ll be well-equipped not only to
understand how you love, but why you love the way you do, and
how to form the relationships you deserve.

The key to finding love is already inside you: this book will show
you how to unlock the door.

Sara Gomar is a Spanish astrologer, psychologist, therapist, and
life coach, with a wealth of knowledge and training in the field of
personal development. In 2014, Sara became an astrological
consultant and in 2019 created Astro Realización' ('astrological
development'), a project dedicated to teaching astrological
wisdom with psychological perspectives.

Neatly combines themes of astrology with romantic
compatibility and self-love
Sara Gomar has 189k followers on her Spanish-
language Instagram

Attract the Love You Deserve
An Astrological Guide to Empowered
Relationships
Sara Gomar
September 2023 | Hardcover | OCC009000
$22.99 | 9781837830329
288 Pages | 5¼ x 7¼ in
2-color Illustrations
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Breathe is an introduction to breathing your way to a
calmer, happier life. Through 20 simple breathwork
techniques that will help enhance your wellbeing, learn
how to master the power of your breath with this pocket-
sized book.

Breathing is essential to life, and it is one of the simplest
methods to increase awareness, mindfulness and reduce stress.
In this age of anxiety, breathwork is one of the simplest ways to
improve wellbeing and it is flexible—you can practice alone or
remotely.

Featuring 20 breathwork exercises and covering the essentials
such as moving breath, mindful breathing, and how to
rebalance the breath, follow the clear, step-by-step instructions
to improve the way you breathe and open yourself up to
feelings of renewed energy.

Jean Hall is one of the UK's most inspiring yoga teachers. She
qualified as an Iyengar yoga teacher in 1995 and continues to
explore and study different forms of yoga and movement
systems. Jean teaches yoga classes, workshops, and retreats in
the UK and internationally, and is a published author of yoga
books.

A modern guide to 20 simple breathwork exercises
that help reduce anxiety and improve wellbeing
Breathwork went mainstream during the Covid era as
people complement medication with breathing
techniques

Breathe
Simple Breathing Techniques for a Calmer,
Happier Life
Jean Hall
January 2024 | Hardcover | OCC010000
$19.99 | 9781837830718
144 Pages | 5¼ x 7¼ in
Full-color Illustrations
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Bring your dreams to life with The Little Book of Manifesting.

With motivational quotations, fun tasks, and thoughtful
exercises, The Little Book of Manifesting will show you how to
manifest the life you’ve always dreamed of.

The Little Book of series has sold 1 million copies worldwide, with
titles like The Little Book of Mindfulness, The Little Book of
Gratitude, and The Little Book of Love.

"Life must not be a novel that is given to us, but one that is
made by us." – Novalis

Joanna Gray is a writer, journalist, and interviewer. She runs
festival events and educational programmes for Wimbledon
BookFest in the UK and co-ordinates the Jane Gardam Short
Story Award. She is the author of many books in Quadrille's Little
Book of series, including The Little Book of Self-Care and The Little
Book of Kindness.

The Little Book of series has sold 1 million copies
worldwide
Google searches for 'manifesting' have increased by
550% since March 2020

The Little Book of Manifesting
Dream. Believe. Achieve.
Joanna Gray
September 2023 | Hardcover | SEL032000
$12.99 | 9781837830503
192 Pages | 4¼ x 5 in
Text-only

The Little Book of Gratitude
9781787137363
$11.99 | Hardcover

The Little Book of Mindfulness
9781849494205
$9.99 | Hardcover
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Nurture your relationship with yourself with The Little Book
of Self-Love.

The Little Book of Self-Love will show you how to practice self-
compassion and kindness with uplifting quotations, real-world
tips, and gentle exercises, teaching you how to love yourself a
little bit more every day.

The Little Book of series has sold 1 million copies worldwide, with
titles like The Little Book of Courage, The Little Book of Gratitude,
and The Little Book of Kindness.

“I celebrate myself and sing myself.” – Walt Whitman

Joanna Gray is a writer, journalist, and interviewer. She runs
festival events and educational programmes for Wimbledon
BookFest in the UK and co-ordinates the Jane Gardam Short
Story Award. She is the author of many books in Quadrille's Little
Book of series, including The Little Book of Self-Care and The Little
Book of Kindness.

The Little Book of series has sold 1 million copies
worldwide

The Little Book of Self-Love
Patience. Kindness. Peace.
Joanna Gray
November 2023 | Hardcover | SEL004000
$12.99 | 9781837830510
192 Pages | 4¼ x 5 in
Text-only

The Little Book of Self-Care
9781787135178
$9.99 | Hardcover

The Little Book of Happiness
9781787131125
$9.99 | Hardcover
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The Little Book of series has sold 1 million copies worldwide, with
titles like The Little Book of Courage, The Little Book of Gratitude,
and The Little Book of Kindness.

“I celebrate myself and sing myself.” – Walt Whitman

Joanna Gray is a writer, journalist, and interviewer. She runs
festival events and educational programmes for Wimbledon
BookFest in the UK and co-ordinates the Jane Gardam Short
Story Award. She is the author of many books in Quadrille's Little
Book of series, including The Little Book of Self-Care and The Little
Book of Kindness.

The Little Book of series has sold 1 million copies
worldwide

The Little Book of Self-Love
Patience. Kindness. Peace.
Joanna Gray
November 2023 | Hardcover | SEL004000
$12.99 | 9781837830510
192 Pages | 4¼ x 5 in
Text-only

The Little Book of Self-Care
9781787135178
$9.99 | Hardcover

The Little Book of Happiness
9781787131125
$9.99 | Hardcover
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A Cat Lover's A to Z is a charming, illustrated guide for cat
fans everywhere.

Mixing cute illustrations with fun observations and facts, it's a
pawsome celebration of the special, and often very funny,
relationship between our favorite pets and their devoted human
servants.

Did you know that the feline sense of smell is 14 times better
than yours? Or that a slow blink is often the most sure-fire way
to make a new cat friend?

Combining a mix of interesting cat trivia, feline idiosyncrasies, a
scattering of quotes, and new playful language from social
media, this purrfect A to Z will amuse and inform any cat
devotee.

Clare Faulkner is a freelance graphic designer and the
illustrator of the bestselling The Little Book of Sloth
Philosophy and The Little Book of Otter Philosophy. Clare lives in
London with her family and a mischievous Siamese cat, who is
the inspiration for this book.

Nearly 1 in 3 adults in the US own a cat, and 68% of
households are pet owners
Clare is the illustrator of the hugely successful The
Little Book of Sloth Philosophy sold 60k in North
America and has been translated into many
languages

The Cat Lover's A to Z
Clare Faulkner
October 2023 | Hardcover | PET003000
$19.99 | 9781837831074
144 Pages | 5¼ x 7¼ in
Full-color Illustrations
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fans everywhere.
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relationship between our favorite pets and their devoted human
servants.

Did you know that the feline sense of smell is 14 times better
than yours? Or that a slow blink is often the most sure-fire way
to make a new cat friend?

Combining a mix of interesting cat trivia, feline idiosyncrasies, a
scattering of quotes, and new playful language from social
media, this purrfect A to Z will amuse and inform any cat
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Clare Faulkner is a freelance graphic designer and the
illustrator of the bestselling The Little Book of Sloth
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The English language can be very confusing. But it’s not
rocket surgery. Damp Squids and Card Sharks is a fascinating
suppository of false facts and common errors, a minefield
of information.

Have we wetted your appetite? Peaked your interest? Are you
waiting with baited breath? Or could you care less? Pull your
socks together! For all intensive purposes, this is the book for
you.

This cute, funny book features gorgeous illustrations alongside
the 50 amusing malapropisms, mixed metaphors, and
mondegreens. In one foul swoop you'll learn why so many
people get muddled by the same phrases!

Robert Anwood is the author of the bestselling Bears Can’t Run
Downhill and Emus Can’t Walk Backwards. His hobbies include
going to the pub and arguing. Robert is the keyboard player with
the UK band Jody and the Jerms.

Cute humor and gift book about wordplay and
language
Will appeal to fans of Lost in Translation and Eats,
Shoots and Leaves
Perfect stocking filler

Damp Squids and Card Sharks
A Compendium of Commonly Confused
Phrases and Linguistic Muddles
Robert Anwood
October 2023 | Hardcover | HUM019000
$19.99 | 9781837830855
128 Pages | 5¼ x 7¼ in
Full-color Illustrations
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Discover 50 expressions you never knew you needed in your
life in this charming, illustrated collection of Japanese
sayings.

What do cats have to do with rice ladles? What do the moon and
soft-shell turtles have in common? And why is your boss like a
crane? You’ll find out the answers to these and so many more in
this light-hearted look at Japan’s wisest and wittiest turns of
phrase.

Perfect for language lovers and Japanese culture fans alike, Even
Cats and Rice Ladles will make a unique addition to your
bookshelf (even if the books are already packed like sushi...).

Explore the wonderful world of Japanese sayings in Even Cats
and Rice Ladles.

Yoshie Omata was born and raised in Fuji-san, Japan, where
she developed a love of languages and music. After studying in
England for her Master’s Degree, she became a certified
Japanese language tutor. She also speaks English and French.

Gift book that capitalises on the trend for all things
Japanese
Similar title Lost in Translation (with sayings from all
over the world) sold over 50k in the US and UK
combined
Perfect Christmas gift appeal with cute package and
illustrations

Even Cats and Rice Ladles
The Wise and Witty World of Japanese
Sayings
Yoshie Omata
October 2023 | Hardcover | HUM021000
$19.99 | 9781837830671
112 Pages | 5¼ x 7¼ in
Full-color Illustrations
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The English language can be very confusing. But it’s not
rocket surgery. Damp Squids and Card Sharks is a fascinating
suppository of false facts and common errors, a minefield
of information.

Have we wetted your appetite? Peaked your interest? Are you
waiting with baited breath? Or could you care less? Pull your
socks together! For all intensive purposes, this is the book for
you.

This cute, funny book features gorgeous illustrations alongside
the 50 amusing malapropisms, mixed metaphors, and
mondegreens. In one foul swoop you'll learn why so many
people get muddled by the same phrases!

Robert Anwood is the author of the bestselling Bears Can’t Run
Downhill and Emus Can’t Walk Backwards. His hobbies include
going to the pub and arguing. Robert is the keyboard player with
the UK band Jody and the Jerms.

Cute humor and gift book about wordplay and
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Celebrate Korean culture whilst learning about its past and
present in this stunning and fascinating guide.

In recent years, Korean popular culture has taken the form of a
tidal wave sweeping over the West. Whether it’s music, film,
drama series, fashion, or cuisine, South Korea is establishing
itself as a key player on the world stage. And the Korean Wave
(Hallyu) shows no sign of stopping. Even before Squid Game and
the award-winnning film Parasite, K-pop had become a $5 billion
industry and Korean food had become the exciting new regional
cuisine in restaurants and bars.

K Culture reveals all aspects of South Korea's way of life, both
historically and in its new found fame. Including sections on K-
pop bands, cinema, drama, art, comics, food, fashion, and night-
life, with features within each section on the best films, shows,
stars, artists etc.—this book offers different gateways into
contemporary South Korea and what drives it.

Simon Clair is a music journalist and an author. He has
partnered with publications such as Stylist or Slate, and is the
author of the book Lizzy Mercier Décloux, uneéclipse (2019) and
Territoires durap (editionsE/P/A).

A stunning and informative overview of the Korean
wave—called the Hallyu
Focuses on K-pop bands, cinema, drama, art, comics,
food, fashion, and night-life

K Culture
K-pop, Cuisine, On Screen, And More -
Celebrating The Korean Wave
Simon Clair
September 2023 | Hardcover | TRV003080
$45.00 | 9781837830879
256 Pages | 8½ x 11¾ in
Full-color Photography
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Cozy pubs, vibrant restaurants, world-class galleries and
everything in between—London is full of incredible things
to do, whatever the weather.

From iconic institutions to local, under-the-radar spots, Rainy
Day London is the essential guide to 100 of the best things to do
in the city when it’s raining (which is a lot of the time).

Whether you’re looking for delicious places to eat, inspiring
museums to mooch around, or bars serving up creative
cocktails, this handy book has it covered.

Isabelle Aron is an award-winning freelance journalist and
editor who writes about food, drink, travel, pop culture, and the
arts, as well as human interest stories. She’s written for the likes
of VICE, Stylist, The Independent, and Cosmopolitan. She’s also
spent a large part of her career writing about London. She was
previously Features Editor at Time Out London, where she
worked for seven years. During that time, she developed an in-
depth knowledge of the best things to do in the city, from the
major institutions to hidden gems.

A compact and handy format
Features culinary and cultural highlights, with a mix
of classic institutions and hidden gems
Includes a map of the city and handy symbols for
each listing to show which are free, family-friendly,
walk-in friendly, and more

Rainy Day London
A Practical Guide: 100 Places to Keep Dry
Isabelle Aron
March 2023 | Paperback | TRV009070
$18.00 | 9781787138957
128 Pages | 5¼ x 7¼ in
Full-color Photography
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Cozy pubs, vibrant restaurants, world-class galleries and
everything in between—London is full of incredible things
to do, whatever the weather.

From iconic institutions to local, under-the-radar spots, Rainy
Day London is the essential guide to 100 of the best things to do
in the city when it’s raining (which is a lot of the time).

Whether you’re looking for delicious places to eat, inspiring
museums to mooch around, or bars serving up creative
cocktails, this handy book has it covered.

Isabelle Aron is an award-winning freelance journalist and
editor who writes about food, drink, travel, pop culture, and the
arts, as well as human interest stories. She’s written for the likes
of VICE, Stylist, The Independent, and Cosmopolitan. She’s also
spent a large part of her career writing about London. She was
previously Features Editor at Time Out London, where she
worked for seven years. During that time, she developed an in-
depth knowledge of the best things to do in the city, from the
major institutions to hidden gems.

A compact and handy format
Features culinary and cultural highlights, with a mix
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Includes a map of the city and handy symbols for
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Cozy pubs, vibrant restaurants, world-class galleries, and
everything in between, Scotland’s lively capital is full of
incredible things to do, whatever the weather.

From iconic institutions to local, under-the-radar spots, Rainy
Day Edinburgh is the essential guide to 100 of the best things to
do in the city when it’s raining (which is a lot of the time).

Whether you’re looking for delicious places to eat, inspiring
museums to mooch around, or bars serving up creative
cocktails, this handy book has it covered.

Mike MacEacheran is a travel journalist and guidebook author
based in Edinburgh, Scotland. He holds two degrees, including a
postgraduate masters in journalism, and spent seven years as
the editor of travel magazines before going freelance. Mike’s
clients include: The Times, The Telegraph, The Guardian, National
Geographic, and Monocle among others. He’s written guidebooks
for Lonely Planet, Rough Guides, and DK Eyewitness.

Publishing in time for Fringe festival
Written by a local
In 2019 alone, there were over 150 million visits to
Scotland from around the world. Almost 6 million of
those visits were from England (1 in 10 people). In
coming months and years, this number is likely to
shoot up as pandemic restrictions are lifted
Includes a map of the city and handy symbols for
each listing to show which are free, family-friendly,
walk-in friendly, and more

Rainy Day Edinburgh
A Practical Guide: 100 Places to Keep Dry
Mike MacEacheran
July 2023 | Paperback - with flaps | TRV009070
$18.00 | 9781837830688
128 Pages | 5¼ x 7¼ in
Full-color Photography
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AK, WA, OR, AZ
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Midwest
IA, IL, IN, KS, KY,  
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Abraham Associates
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